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THE EDUCATION OF THE MIND
I

"lt is the mark of an educated nind
to 'he.able to entertain a thought without
accepting it"

- Aristotle

The cognitive brain is not a mere
question of remembering facts that someone
else gives us. The mind should conduct its own
education to a larger extent. And it can not do
this unless it thinks for itself. A mind that does
not reason is comparatively useless.

The rule of self education is - Observe!
Remember! Compare! First, observe concrete
facts; then use the memory of these facts to
compare them and to note their likeliness and

differenees. Think that over, and you will see
that it is the way in which any knowledge is
gained. All the success of business,
aehievements, innovation and discoveries of
science have come from doing these three
things,

Keen observance would lead to the

synthesis of knowledge, Comparison of facts
leads to thinking and deriving conclusions,
These conclusions are real knowledge, and
they are your own. As an illustration: what is a
detective story if not a record of observing,
remembering and comparing facts - and then

drawing conclusions? We enjoy reading books

because while we"read, we are observing,
remembering, comparing and trying to draw the
conclusions. The great advantage in pursuing

knowledge is that we may capture something
that will contribute to the welfare of the world.

We can not perform the simplest act
without having some principle of science
brought into play. And there is nothing more
enthralling when to study these simple acts and

to try to leam something from them.

It is believed that self+ducation is a
life long learning affair. lt comes naturally and

inevitably, through using the mind in the three
ways pointed out above. Following this, the
'Rule of Three' seems to be the greatest factor
in keeping the mind young and active. There
can not be mental atrophy in any person who
continues to observe, to remember what he

observes and to seek answers for his

unceasing hows and whys about things.

The young minds need not be told
about things, but they should find out things for
themselves. Questions should be left with them
to find out the answers. lf they make mistakes,
they will be tempted to push their inquiry further
till such time as they arrive at the right
conclusions and are enlightened.
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- Swati Jain



I am pleased to observe that the
Department of Management Studies, Poornima

Group of Colleges has been bringing out its

quarterly news letter on time since its inception,

the quality improving with each successive
issue.

It is through such publications that the
department shares the leaps made by it in all

spheres of activities and attempts to

disseminate useful information and material for
the readers. DMS, Digest's aim has to be to
provide an effective media to students to

experience the rich culture, rituals and
programs to make them aware of the
philosophy with which the department functions

and its healthy environment.

I am glad to leam that all faculty and

students do read the publication as a matter of
habit and enrich themselves with the
information provided and articles contributed,
They also need to realize that excellence
comes not from mere words or procedures. lt
comes from an urge to strive and deliver the
best every time. 'What it is good enough,
improve it'. lt is one's mindset and the way of
thinking that counts the most and helps one to
make advancement in life.

I take this opportunity to convey my

best wishes to the outgoing batch of MBA
students (batch 2012-14) with the hope that
they carry the message that their Alma Matar
values humility, character and ethical behavior.
Poornima has over period has established its

brand name and it is ultimately the conduct and

impression that its passed out students reflect

that determines the name and strength of the

institution in society, in general and the
organization with which they will get

associated, in particular. Best wishes to one
and all.

Dr. S. M. Seth
Chairman, PGC

As in the past, this issue of DMS,

Digest is a right mix of information about

activities and events held during the quarter

and the compilation of scholarly work on

contemporary thinking and prevailing issues as

also the literary flavor. lt is heartening to note

the continued level of enthusiasm and effort of
the management faculty and students in
whatever they do.

" I would like to offer some advice to the

students through this Digest.

Find time to relax, smile, do some

random acts of kindness and above all be
grateful for what you get during your stay at
Poomima. Do not forget the noble values of
caring, sharing and service and sacrifice have

kept Poornima away from dangers of extinction

and made it energetic at all times.

The clarity of your vision will decide
how far you can go in your career. Passion will

determine the strides you will make and your

world view will deteimine the .route you may

take to get to your destination, Toughen up
your body and soul, fuel your passion to excel

and be prepared to walk through the stony
path, lnvest yourself in.

We will soon be moving to the next

academic session 2014-15. Since the

attraction of students in management education

has declined in recent years, the Department of
Management Studies, Poornima Group of
Colleges has to work still harder and be

innovative in its approach to maintain its stature
and reckoning in the eyes of those aspiring to
pursue career in management.

I wish the faculty and students of DMS,

PGC very best in their professionalendeavors.

Shashikant Singhi
Director General, PGC



This news letter provides yet another
look into the continuous journey of DMS, PGC
in the first quarter of the year 2014. lt covers
emotions and feedings which MBA students
passed through in the tumultuous period. From
the feeling of joy and elevation, festivity and
sportsmanship, achievement and triumph, all

were witnessed in this quarter.

Certificate/Caps u le Cou rses

A certificate course on 'retail

management' and a capsule course on 'basics
of entrepreneurship' and were held during the
quarter for value addition of MBA second year
students.

Dr. Tanjul Saxena hkirg sessions of retail managerrcnt

For the 'retail management' course,
sessions were taken by Prof. NeerajGupta, Dr.
Tanjul Saxena, Shri Nishikant Bohra, Dr.
Kavaldeep Dixit, Dr. Ashu Sharma and Dr.
Hemlata Manglani, professors at eminent
institutions. The sessions of the capsule course
on 'basics of entrepreneurship' were taken in
module format by Dr, Sheenu Jain of Jaipuria
lnstitute of Management, Jaipur.

One session of the certificate course
on 'retail management' on the topic
'Fundamentals of Retail Management and
Trends of Global Retailing' had been organized
earlier in which Dr, Laszlo Jozsa, Professor of
Marketing, Szechenyilstv6n University, Gy6r,
Hungary shared his rich knowledge and
international experience with the students.

lnternational Gonference

The mid February witnessed the
organization of lnternational Conference on
"Emerging Trends in Business and

Economy : Mapping the Way Ahead". The
conference was organized on 14-15 February,
2AM in collaboration with Hanyang University,
Seoul, Asian lnstitute of Technology, Bangkok
and JK Lakshmipat University, Jaipur and
Asian lnstitute of Technology, Bangkok" The
event was supported by Small lndustries
Development Bank of lndia and Association of
lndian Management Schools.

The keynote address in the inaugural
session was delivered by Shri, P.

Dwarakanath, Advisor-Group Human Capital
of Max lndia Ltd., New Delhi (Ex-President of
National Human Resources Development
Network and President of Delhi Management
As_sociation).

Shri P. Dwarkanah deliverirq keynote address

Shri Dwarkanath, in his comprehensive
inaugural keynote dddress, highlighted the
emergence and need of comprehensive
business strategies and areas needed to be

looked into for their sustainability and growth.

Besides financial acumen, success rEuires
understanding PREST an acronym for
Political, Regulatory, Economic, Sociological
and Technology factors that impact corporate
standing in the market. PREST in turn, requires
leadership and innovation for creating a future.

Other 13 eminent dignitaries
associated in the two plenary sessions and four
technical sessions as panelists/session chairs
included, among others Shri lnderjit Khanna,
Ex-Chief Secretary, Government of Rajasthan,
Shri N. S. Sisodia, Former Secretary to

Government of lndia in the Ministries of
Finance and Defence, Dr. Kanta Ahuja, Former
Vice Chancellor, Rajasthan University, Jaipur,
Dr, Upinder Dhar, Vice Chancellor, JK
Lakshmipat University, Shri Rajiv Chawla,



Chairman, lntegrated Association of MSME of
lndia, Dr. Piyush Kr" Sinha, Professor, lndian
lnstitute of Management, Ahmedabad, Dr.

Byung Hee Lee, Professor at Hanyang
University Business School, Seoul, Korea, Dr.

Nimit Chowdhary, Professor, lndian lnstitute of
Tourism and Travel Management, Noida, Shri

V. K. Ladia, Chairman and Managing Director,

Shri Rajasthan Syntex Ltd, and Chairman of
the Synthetic & Rayon Textile Export
Promotion Oouncil and Dr. Yuosre Badir,

Professor, Asian lnstitute of Technology
(School of Management), Bangkok

The chairpersons and panelists

expressed expert views touching upon the
theme and sub-themes of the conference,
Emphasis was laid, among others, on

continuing innovation, technology up-gradation,
ethical standards in business, growing

contribution of MSMEs and entrepreneurship
development.

Research papers (on sub-themes in

areas of finance, marketing, human resources
and entrepreneurship) contributed by

academicians and research scholars were
presented and discussed in four technical
sessions chaired by Dr. S. K. Majumdar, Dr.

Piyush Kr. Sinha, Dr. Tanjul Saxena and Dr.

Nimit Chowdhary respectively. Out of 80

research papers accepted, 53 papers were

actually presented. Two papers in each area
were adjudged as the best for special award,

Shri T, Srinivasan, IAS (in cap), Chief
lnformation Commissioner, Rajasthan was the

Chief Guest at the valedictory session.

Dr. Upinder Dhar, VC, JK Lakshmipat
University, the Conference Chair and Prof.

Yousre Badir of AIT associated with the Chief
Guest in the distribution of awards,

ffire
Besides the paper presenters and

delegates, the MBA students of DMS, PGC, JK
Lakshmipat University and SOM, PU also
participated in the Conference,
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Glimpse of Paper Presentations
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Glimpse of Award and Prizes
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Some performing arts at the cultural program

Dignitaries in orn of the plenary sessions

ln Audience



lndustrial Tours - Learning Outdoors and
Beyond Syllabus

3-day industrial tours for MBA Part-l
students in two groups were organized on 20-
22 February,2014. 13 lndustrial units located
at Bhilwara, Udaipur, Abu Road, Sirohi,
Neemrana, Gurgaon, Bewal and Alwar were
visited during these tours.

The program'MBA-Learning Outdoors
and Beyond Syllabus' has been a regular
feature in DMS to share the industrial tour

experiences of students. The program was
organized on B March , 2014. lndustrial tour
presentations were given by MBA-l students"
The experience gained by the students during
the tours gave them useful insight into practical

working of different types of industrial units. lt
was a broad-based program and included
some other activities such as the mock
parliament and business quiz and also a

special lecture by Dr. G, K. Tiwari, Former
Member, Board of Revenue, Rajasthan.

Dr. Tiwari delivered the lecture on the
topic 'Role of Emotional and Spiritual
lntelligence in Perconal and Professional
Life (with special reference to Shrimad
Bhagwad Gita)'.

Management Development Program

A two day MDP was organized by
DMS on 29-30 January, 2014 on "Managerial

Skills for Managers of Rajasthan Financial
Corporation".

The MDP focused on four specific
areas i.e. Transformational Leadership,
Paperless Working and Developing Business
through ERP, Mentoring Skills, and

Understanding the Corporate Psyche-
lmplementing Corpo-Culture, Eminent experts
having rich knowledge and experience of
subjects were invited to take the various
sessions of the above programs. The DMS



faculty was actively involved, in preparing

reading/reference material for the MDP and

also conducting the program.

With this program, the total number of
MDPs organized by DMS, PGC, so far, at the
instance of sponsoring organizations has

become 34,

Special Lectures

Besides special lecture during the
program "MBA-Learning Outdoors and Beyond

Syllabus", as stated earlier, two more special
lectures were arranged for MBA students on

17.02.2014 as under:

New Trends in
lnnovation Management
: Process, Open and

Crowdsourcing

lnnovation

Dr. Yuosre Badlr,
Professol AlT School

of Mgmt., Bangkok

Globalization of Korcan
Venfures

Dr. Byung Hee Lee,
Prcfessor, Hanyang

University Business

School, Seoul

Examinations and Results

The university examinations for the first
semester of batch 201T15 and third semester
of batch 2012-14 were held from 08.01 .20141o
29.01.2014. The results are awaited.

Campus Placements

lncluding 9 companies that had visited
for campus placement activity during the
previous quarter, in all 16 companies have held

campus placement drive up to the quarter

under report,

84 Students of
have been placed

organizations:

semester
following

s.
No,

Company Name Selected
Students

1 Raas Capital 17

2 Reliance Retail 2

3 Genpact I
4 UAE Capital 24

5 N.J. lndia lnvest Private Ltd. 1

6 AIOZ lnfotech 1

7 Berger Paints 1

8 SBI Life lnsurance Co. Ltd. I

I Axis Bank 5

10 Entrance Prime 3

11 l-Process (lClCl Bank) 16

12 Muthoot Fincorp Ltd. 1

13 Colvonation Technologies 2

14 Kotak Mahindra Bank 2

15 HDFC Life lnsurance RW

Some more companies including TCS

and HDFC Bank are expected to hold campus

selections in the last quarter of the session.

Club Activities

Students' clubs organized some events

during the quarter such as T-shirt designing
(Art and Photography Club), Poornima Model
United Nations (Literary Club), Corporate
interaction (Placement Club), Visit to Mother

Teresa Home and participation in Blood

Donation Camp (Social Club) and Thela

Management and Sketch a Cartoon
(Entrepreneurship Club).

MBA fourth

in the

Briefing at one of the campus drives Students donating blood



Poornima Model United Nations

A one-day Model United nations
Conference, titled 'Poornima Model United
Nation (P'MUN)-2014', was held on Saturday,
March 01, 2014 in Arbuda Convention Centre
as an activity of the Literary Club of DMS,

PGC. Students of DMS, PGC and of PU (MBA,

BBA and B.Com.) participated in the
Conference.

The objective of the P'MUN-2014 was
to inculcate healthy debate amongst students,
create awareness. about the world around
them, provide them with a rostrum where they
are given a chance to express the views of
countries represented by them and develop an
understanding of the challenges that need to
be overcome while designing a comprehensive
resolution.

Therewere 3 committees in PMUN'14;
viZ., ''Qsnaral . Assembly', 'Human Rights
Councill;and.iSecurity Council'.

The qgenda for discussionln the three
councils were Sustainable Agriculture
Development, Women Empowerment and
Cyber Tenorism respectively.

27 Students from PGC (MBA) and 6
students from PU (MBA, BBA and B.Com.)
participated in the Conference. As per the
interest of students, they were given options to
select countries of tlreir choice for participation

in a given Council. Two delegates represented
one countryin one council. Each Council had
a Chairperson and a Rappoteur.

The student delegates representing
their respective countries discussed on global
issues to derive prospective solutions in the
form of Resolutions and Amendments,

Besides presentation of position
papers and discussions by the delegates, the
audience was also involved in making
suggestions and contributions towards framing
of the resolutions/amendments, ln all, 12

resolutions/amendments were approved, 4
resolutions in each of the councils which were
duly recorded.

Some Glimpses of PMUN - 2014

Based on the performance, as

adjudged by a committee of judges, two teams
of delegates representing different countries in

each Council were selected for award, Also,
the best position paper out from those
presented in allthe three Councils and the best
Chairperson were declared as winners in the

closing session.



ARE WOMEN REALLY EMPOWERED?

You might be listening to news,
reading newspaper or magazine, you would
have gone through incidents and accidents with
women in lndia. Any article on women's
empowerment in lndia will take a look at our
rich heritage and enlightened societies of the
past where women were treated as equals, But
the TRUTH is that in the modern lndia, the
woman has always been a second grade
citizen, no matter what its esteemed leaders
have said or done.

Women in lndia face a lot of social
inequalities ranging from gender specific
abortions, mistreatment by their spouses, to
eve teasing. Yes, it is only in lndia that glaring
and brutal gang rapes occur frequenily. Glndei
discrimination is the least of wonies for women
in lndia, known otherwise as the fourth most
dangerous country in the world for women.
Other instances of violence against women has
an astonishing and grim variety to it - with acid
throwing, domestic violence stemming out of
dowry, harassment and an assortment of
others.

Gender equality and women's
gmRowgrment are human rights that fie at the
heait,bf :development,and,i:1he,,,,,r*t"unmenl ofthe Millennium Development Goats.
Empowering Women aims to inspir. *,or.n
with the courage to break free from the chains
of limiting belief pattems and societal or
religious conditioning that have traditionally
kept ranmen suppressed and unable to see
their Jrue'beauty and power. ,lt ii our moral,
social and constitutional responsibility to
ensure their progress by proViding them with
equal rights and opportunities. Women
empowerment plays a significant role in letting
them know their rights.

A woman is dynamic in the many roles
she plays. Let women be equal partneis and
this aspect can be achieved through education
and bringing about a change in the mind set of
the people, So empowering women on one
hand involves making them self-dependent
and financially independent to the extent where
they can demand and extract their rights; and

on the other hand it involves motivating men to
support the women in their lives to get
empowered. Hence involving men in women,s
empowerment is a crucial factor of the
empowerment process.

- Jaya Pareek

TOP MARKETING TRENDS

ln today's fast-paced work
environment, marketing professionals cannot
afford to be late adopters of emerging trends
that can help them do their jobi more
effectively that support their company's overall
business strategy. A missed opportunity can
impact the company's ability to attract or retain
the customers. Here are views of some
Marketing Experts....

Marketing Business Partnership:

Marketing professionals are expected
to play the role of business partner:s. Every
marketing person should ask the question how
his role or the function aligned to the number
dgdded by the top management. How they can
relate the consEuences, impact of the aitions
of marketing function on the overall business.
Marketing professional are consultants for the
business leaders and functional leaders on
their customers issues. They are expected to
play the role of coach on customer issues.

Leaders Readiness and maturity
for the new economic era:

How our leaders/top management are
enough matured to come out from their
conventional thinking and think the business in
different perspective is also important,
Leadership maturity is an individual's ability to
operate effectively at the appropriate level of
complexity, ambiguity and scale. A marketing
person is expected to identify issues,.
development needs and act proactively to take
the leadership at next level.

Re-emergence of Customer Relations Role;

You must have notice the turbulence in
customer relations during last few months.
Marinating good customer relations is crucial



now days. Customers' expectations are

increasing day by day. They don't have the

moderate expectations. Due to speed,
insecurity and fear, customers are again
coming together to go aggressive on their
demands, lmpact on the business is critical.

ln such situation Marketing

Professional role again has been (re) emerged

as the important role. They will have to update
themselves on the trend in the market, keep an

eye on the behaviour of customers and roll out
the customer risk assessment and mitigation
plans.

Focus on Marketing Technology and Tools:

lnstead of relying on person,

companies are automating their marketing
process;"Everything is online, if you don't swap
your card, you get the SMS intimating the

same,rcustomer training history is'online and

their;feedbacks are online. Managers will have

theircontrol on their,team through Manager self
service -rand : customer,self services. No- paper

work,and -bur03ucr?G!; howevermore {am to
faeediscussion is expected.

,Focus on Business Ethics:

Companies are looking for
sustainability and trust for shareholders. To
build this, companies are advocating ethics,
code of business conduct and corporate
govemance. Marketing managers are expected
to train their marketing executives on value
system, ethics and create the positive work
culture to foster the same. There is lot of
awareness among the customers about the
same and they expect that they are well

treated, respected, valued and follow the
business ethics,

Marketing Demographics and

Marketing Analytics:

Do you know what the marketing cost
against the revenue & sales is? What is the
contribution margin of the product? How
marketing cost has the impact on the product?

Do we know the demography of our marketing
professionals? How marketing cost trending

and making the business impact? Marketing
professional are expected to work on Marketing

analytics and demography not, only understand
what it is, but to understand the business
impact, analyze and make marketing plans.

Marketing demographics help you to devise
your customized marketing strategy.

This is the continual change and we

should sense that,". ".

Change is the law of life, and those
who look only to the past or present are ceftain

fo miss the future"" John F, Kennedy"

Let's not mrss fhe future.

- Ranu Sharma

QUALITIES OF A HERO

'lt was March 1815 Napoleon was

retuming from his exile on the island of Elba. lt
is amusing to see how newspaper reported his
retum. The headlines of newspape/ speak -
March 9 - The monster has escaped from the
place of banishment.

March 10 - The conosion ogre has landed at
cope jlean.

March 13 - The tyrant is now at Lyon.

March 19 - Bonaparte is advancing by forced

marches, but it is impossible that he can reach

Paris.

March 21 - The emperor Napoleon is at
Fountain Bleau,

March 22 - Yesterday evening, His Majesty,
the emperor made his public entry and anived
at tuileries.

Nothing can exceed the universal joy.

The newspaper was just respecting the attitude

of the society that bowed before a conquering

hero""

The above extract pinches our mind to

think that what is the formula behind the



success of a hero? Why can't everyone

become a hero? What are the qualities that

make the hero so powerful?

The most important quality that an

ideal hero should possess is leadership. lts
importance is rightly depicted by the words of
Philip ll. "An army of deer led by a lion is more

to be heard than an army of lion led a dee/'. A
hero is somebody who is selfless, who is
generous in spirit, who just tries to give back as

much as possible and help people. A hero

someone who saves people and who really

deeply cares. The ears of a hero must ring with

the voices of the people. A hero is someone

who can admire without apology.

Now, comes the question that what are

the qualities that separate the hero from the
general crowd. A hero is an ordinary individual

who binds the strength to preserve and endure

in spite of overwhelming obstacles. A hero is
no braver than an ordinary but he is brave five
minutes longer. Self reliance is what an ideal

hero takes pride off. A hero doesn't look on

othe/s faces he is in danger. An example of
self-reliability, the Greek hero, Sulla told "No

friend ever served me and no enemy ever
wronged me whom I have not repaid in full".

A hero lives to be the ruler of life, not a

slave, to meet life as a powerful conqueror and

nothing exterior will ever take command of him.

He needs not to be undefeated but he must be

undaunted. These are the qualities which

enrich the glory of a hero.

"Death is nothing butto live defeated and
inglorious is to die daily'

- Dr. Mohd. Rizwanullah

WOBBLY INDIAN STOCK MARKET:

INDICATION TO INDIAN ECONOMY

From the recent past to present the

stock market indexes are fluctuating like

voltage fluctuations, Apparently the gold prices

are increasing constantly, but lndian economy

is giving a sight of stability. ln past couple of
days, Foreign lnstitutional lnvestors (Flls)

invested heavily in the lndian stock market

which leads to high growth of organized sector.

Thinking on the reality grounds is it an only

factor which can pursue the lndian economy

towards high growth of sector.

ln contrast to that, experts view that

there are so many other environmental factors

which affects the groMh aspects. Even if we

have enough funds and liquidity in the market,

it is difficult to maintain same growth rate. ln

this series, efforts are to be lined up for the

environmental factors like tax aspects, means

of transport & communication, varied social-

infrastructu re I i ke judiciary practices, ed ucation,

training and health sector. The combination

and compliance with all these factors will

remove the hurdles and will work as houble

shooter for lndian economy. This saturation
point is to be dealt in meticulous manner

because from here it can either decline or
remain constant.

lf we talk about Flls, in a longer while

they will cash out their position from stock

market as it is a'give and take cycle'. This will

surely have negative effect on retail investors

and on HNls which will stumble the stock

market in coming times. This opportunity will be
grasp by the big fishes of as they will lure the
point of small prices. This will deadly become

the factor for investors to loose confidence in

the stock market. lndian psychology of investor

will again turn towards Gold and this will not

channelize the funds in the economy.

The lndian economy is giving the

signals that time is flying, Before the time slips

from our fists govemment should take stand

and start giving a wiz kid thought of clearing

this economic environment rather than only talk

about the issues and forget

- Eti Khatri

SMALL THINGS MATTER IN LIFE

Every other day we hear of suicide

cases of people who are well capable to live,

but still choose to end their life. What can be

reason for this? Pondering over this issue will

lead us to one of this aspect of life-Some of us

tive life only to achieve some materialistic big

success and the moment we sees that in this

l0



life we will not be able to aehieve this, we
decide to end it, For such people life is all

about that grand success which is their dream,
but is this a right way of directing your life? No,

not at all. All of us want success in our life and

why not? But here we forget one of the basic
principles of life that this mansion of success
cannot be built in single go. lt has to be built
brick by brick,

The wide road of success is a

amalgamation of narrow lanes only, if in a life
we won't enjoy the small things and keep
looking for only big things or big successes
only, the road to the final success always
seems to be more complex and tough. Here,

the containment or satisfaction is one of the
very important things we should leam, we have
to acknowledge this that everybody cannot
achieve everything he dreams of and it is this
frustration of unsuccessfulness or failure that
creeps,in ,and force an individual to take such
extreme,steps of committing suicide.

i ' '' 
-JitendraSingh Rathore

] . 
. MOBIEECOMMERCE

Mobile Commerce (MC) is applied to
all datadriven business transactions and
exchanges of value by users via wireless
telecommunication networks. According to few
researcherc, Mobile Commerce is defined as
the extension of Electronic Commerce (EC)

from wired to wireless computers and

telecommunications, and from fixed locations to
anytime, anywhere and anyone device,

Mobile Commerce is an evolving,
unique and rapidly changing business
opportunity with its own characteristics and

concept. MC presents a cost effective and

everywhere access in a market where
demands on mobile lnternet have grown

rapidly. MC is predicted to generate billions of
dollars in revenue in the upcoming years.

Mobile implies portability and refers to devices
that can communicate, transact and inform by
use of voice, text, data and video, These
communication devices include smart phone,

PDA (Personal Digital Assistant), laptop, GPS
(Global Positioning System) and mobile

payment (m-payment) systems. Trading,

banking, shopping, bill payments, and other
services are examples of MC applications that
consumers can use their mobile devices, from

anywhere or any location without being
connected to wires or fixed in a particular

location" Even poorly educated and even
illiterate people are also using mobile devices,

the use and operation of it should be as simple

as possible.

There are four types of mobile

application infrastructure enables: (1)

Application Gateway/Platform Providers (AG P),

(2) Mobile Application Service Providers
(MASP), (3) Mobib lnternet Service Providers
(MISP), and (4) Mobib Application Enablers
(MAE). To deliver a mobile service to
customers a mobile provider needs to have an

MC infrastructure ready" These types are
intenelated parts which make up a typical

front+nd mobile infrastructure.

-Amit KumarThakore
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A STEP AGA'NSTRAC'SM

A SO-something year old white woman

arrived at her seat on a crowded flight and

immediately didn't want the seat. The seat was

next to a black man. Disgusted, the woman
immediately summoned the flight attendant and

demanded a new seat. The woman said "l

cannot sit here next to this black man." The

flight attendant said "Let me see if I can find

another seat." After checking, the flight
attendant retumed and stated "Ma'am, there

are no more seats in economy class, but I will

check with the captain and see if there is

something in first class," About 10 minutes

went by. The flight attendant retumed and

stated "The captain has confirmed that there
are no more seats in the economy class, but
there is one in firct class. lt is our company
policy to never move a person from economy to

first class, but being that it would be

undesirable to force a percon to sit next to an

UNPLEASANT person, the captain agreed to
make the,,switch to first class." Before the
woman could say anything, the attendant
gestured to the black man'and said, "Therefore
Sir,' if you so kindly retrieve your per:sonal

items, we would liketomove you tothe comfort

of first clasg as the captain doesn't want you to
sit next to an unpleasant person." Passengers
in the seats nearby began to applause while
some gave a standing ovation.

- Mayank Mandrelia, MBA-I

SELF APPRAISAL

A little boy went to a telephone booth
which was at the cash counter of a store and

dialed a number. The store-owner observed

and listened to the conversation:

Boy : "Lady, Can you give me the job of cutting
your lawn?

Woman: (at the other end of the phone line) "l

already have someone to cut my lawn,"

Boy : "Lady, I will cut your lawn for half the
price than the person who cuts your lawn

now."

Woman : I'm very satisfied with the person who

is presently cutting my lawn.

Boy : (with more perseverance) "Lady, l'll even

sweep the floor and the stairs of your house

for free,

Woman : No, thank you.

With a smib on his face, the little boy

replaced the receiver. The store+wner, who

was listening to all this, walked over to the boy.

Store Owner: "Son... I like your attitude; I like

that positive spirit and would like to offer you a
job.'

Boy : 'No thanks,

Store Owner : But you were really pleading for
one.

Boy : No Sir, I was just checking my
performance at the job I already have. I am the

one who is working for that lady I was talking

to!"@

- Shweta Vyas, MBA-I

NEVER GIVE UP

One day ldecided to quit..... I quit my

study, my relationship, my life. I went to the

woods to have one last talk with God. 'God", I

said. "Can you give me one good reason not to
quit?'

His answer surprised me..... "Look

around". He said, "Do you see the fern and the

bamboo?" "Yes", I replied, "When I planted the

fem and the bamboo seeds, I took very good

care of them. I gave them light, I gave them

water.

The fern quickly grew from the earth.

Its brilliant green covered the floor. Yet nothirig

came from the bamboo seed. But I did not quit

the bamboo. ln the second year the fern grew

more vibrant and plentiful. And again nothing

came from the bamboo seed" But I did not quit

on the bamboo. He said, "ln year three there
was still nothing from the bamboo seed. But I

would not quit. ln year four again there was

12



nothing from the bamboo seed I would not quit"
"He said" Then in the fifth year a tiny sprout
emerged from the earth,

Compared to the fern it was seemingly
small and insignificant..,.. But just 6 months
later the bamboo rose to over 100 feet tall" lt
had spent the five years growing roots, Those
roots made it strong and gave it what it needed
to survive"

I would not give any of my creations a
challenge it could not handle.

He said to me. "Did you know my child
that all this time you have been struggling you

have actually been growing roots""

Don't compare yourself to others. "He

said" 'The bamboo had a different purpose

than the fem. Yet they both make the forest
beautiful."

Your time will'comel. God said to me"

You'will rise' high". How high should I rise. t

asked "How high will the bamboo rise". He
asked in retum. "As high . as it can" I

'questioned. Yes". He said, lGive me glory by
rising as high as you can".

I left the forest and brought this story.
You see that God will never give up on you.

- Sunil Kumar, MBA-I
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COURAGE"....

Courage is a hard thing to figure. You
can have courage based on a dumb idea or
mistake, but you're not supposed to question

adults or your coach or your teacher because
they make the rules. May be they know best,
but may be they don't.

It all depends on who you are, where
you come from. Didn't at least one of the six
hundred guys think about giving up and joining

with the other side? I mean, valley of death
that's pretty salty stuff. That's why courage it's
tricky. Should you always do what others tell
you to do?

Sometimes you might not even know
why you're doing something, I mean any fool
can have courage" But honor, that's the real

reason you either do something or you don't.
It's who you are may be who you want to be,

lf you die trying for something
important, you have both honor and courage
and that's pretty good' 

- Ashish sain, MBA-I
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ltttsmtiod mltfssrffi .[t komllm
ln lntematisral ffifennee was,ncently,orgnizrd by pmnrima

Group of Colleges (ffi C) and Fmmirna Uniwsity, in asociation

with Henfang Unirnrsity lCIrca Asian lnstitute of Tec{rnolqy

Tlrailand and Jl(t University Jaipur, tlre confennm was suporhd

byAssochtion oflndlan ir|anagrnent School and SlDBl. Ihe main

ftelneof tkwentwal

'Elne.tginglendsln

Businessadtmnomy

lv|amirgsretfayAhead',

ihe topk eovered varinus

sub-fitemes liks Finance,

Human ftsource, fl{arketing

and intrepreneursliip. P,

Dwakanathan, Advisor,

Group f'lumanCapitalnf liax lndialtd,,Dr, Byungltee Lee,

Profesmr, }lanyang Uniyersity, Korea and Dr. Yuosre Badir, AlI,

Tkiland were tk main speakers at the conference. During the

conference, experts descrikd that in the fuce of continually

evolving situations, busines leaden need to keep their

nrganizational stntryim updated and ensure that their

organiations continue to look ahead,

Times of lndia (15.02.2014)
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1. Mastering Tally - Nadhani
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3. Tally ERP 9 in simple steps * Kognet

Periodicals

1. Report of 4th State Finance Commission .

Raj,2010-2015 - Govt Publication
2. Oorja - lllM, Jaipur

3. BVIMER Management Age - Bharti
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